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The Sora reading app gets your students reading more.

Sora is your gateway to the world’s largest selection of ebooks and audiobooks available to schools, spanning millions of 
titles from thousands of publishers. With a catalog for all interests and abilities, Sora engages all readers with instructional 
titles, pleasure reading and even professional development resources for educators. 

Sora opens a world of reading for all, on virtually any device, offline or online, any time. 

Here’s how to launch Sora for your school district:

1.  A district representative activates Sora.

2.  Your IT contact sets up access using your school’s preferred  
     sign in, eliminating the need for another login!

3.  OverDrive helps you add an available public library collection.

4.  Educators & librarians use our promotional kits to get kids  
     reading with just a tap.

Lift off with Sora today!
•  Contact us to talk about your school’s reading objectives.

•  Or, have a district representative activate Sora  
    and get started for free!

The app comes loaded with hundreds of premium titles that don’t cost your 
school a penny

•  Premium,  simultaneous-use titles, constantly refreshed with new additions

•  Required reading classics: Emma, Call of the Wild, Great Expectations, Hamlet

•  Student favorites: Diary of a Wimpy Kid, El Deafo, The Terrible Two, Every Falling Star

•  Browse and borrow from your local public library’s digital collection via  

    Public Library CONNECT

Start with the included collection, then customize your platform with purchased titles 
that support your school's curriculum.

Your school’s  
digital reading platform

an exclusive Sora feature

With this partnership enabled, students 
browse and borrow age appropriate ebooks 

and audiobooks from their local public 
library using their school credentials. PLC 

expands choice and access, especially 
for kids who may not have a library card, 
and lets schools leverage their library's 
investment in juvenile and YA content.  

Sora brings schools and libraries together 
side-by-side, in one seamless  

student experience.
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